Pictello® - Visual Stories for Everyone
by AssistiveWare®

Quick Start
Pictello is a simple way to create talking
photo albums and talking books. Each
page in a Pictello Story can include a
picture or short video clip, up to five lines of
text at the top and/or bottom, and recorded
sound or text-to-speech using high quality
voices.
Pictello is developed for all ages and skill
levels, so it is easy to use and requires no
reading skills to locate and read stories.
Pictello also supports simple switch access
for story reading.
Pictello offers an easy story creation
wizard so everyone can use pictures and
sounds to share important moments in
their lives. An advanced editor gives full
control of editing capabilities. Pictello users can create a library of talking
stories. Those stories can be shared with other Pictello users through a free
Pictello Sharing Server account, Dropbox, AirDrop, or iTunes File Sharing.
This document provides an overview of Pictello’s features. It will give
you a place to start exploring Pictello. For more detailed instructions
please see the Pictello tutorials, which can be found on-line at
www.assistiveware.com/product/pictello/resources.
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Pictello allows you to create a library of stories. You can use folders to
organize your stories. Create a new story using the plus-sign, or change an
existing story or folder by tapping the Edit button to enter Edit mode, and then
tapping the folder or story you want to change.
The Options button gives access to many settings and actions, such as:
• Changing the appearance theme and software interaction
• Accessing additional help and contacting Pictello support
• Backing up or restoring your library and the sample stories
• Downloading new voices and changing how words are pronounced
The Pictello Sharing Server button allows you to manage stories you’ve
exported to your free Sharing Server account.
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To read a Pictello story, select it in your library. On the title page, pick the
playback mode to use:
• Manual: Tap picture to play sound, tap next / previous page buttons or
swipe to turn pages
• Auto Play: Tap picture to turn to next page and play sound.
• Slideshow: Automatically play story. Tap picture to show slideshow
controls.
• Switch - to see this choice, select 1 or 2 switch mode in Options:
• 1 Switch: Tap switch to turn to next page and play sound.
• 2 Switch: Tap one switch to read current page, tap other switch to turn
to next page.
When you’ve picked your mode, tap Play button on title picture to start
reading the story.
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To read a Pictello story, select it in your library and tap the play button on the
title page.
Tap the picture to have the page read to you. To turn a page, tap the forward
or back arrows at the top of the page, or swipe your finger anywhere on the
page to turn pages. To return to the library, tap the Home button at the top of
the page.
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When you create a new story, you can choose between Wizard and Expert
mode. Wizard mode walks you through creating a story step-by-step. Tap the
“?” buttons to hear instructions. Tap the speaker buttons to listen to the text
you’ve typed. The forward and back arrows at the bottom of the screen let you
navigate through the process of writing your story.
On each page you add a picture or short video and type one or two labels.
You can choose from one of the installed voices or make a recording yourself.
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In Expert mode you have more control over your story’s appearance. Since
you do not go through each step of story creation on a separate screen, you
can also create and change your story more quickly. Expert mode lets you
specify the default voice for the story (which can be changed on individual
pages), the page turning animation, the font and font size to use for page
labels, and optional author and copyright information.
Expert mode has a scrollable list of all the pages in your story. You can tap a
page’s row to edit that page, or tap the Edit button to enter Edit mode, where
you can delete, copy, paste, and move pages within your story.
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When you add or edit a page in Expert mode, you can choose a picture for
the page, enter text labels, change a label’s font and size, and specify
whether text-to-speech, audio from a video, or recorded sound is used.
For text-to-speech you can choose to have one or both labels read aloud, or
specify text to speak that is different from the labels. You can also specify a
voice other than the default story voice to read the text. If you prefer a
recorded voice, you can make a recording from this screen.
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Pictello stories can be shared with other Pictello users. If you have access to
WiFi on your device, you can upload and download stories using the free
Pictello Sharing Server. The server returns a story code that you can share.
You can also use Dropbox or AirDrop to share stories.
If you don’t have WiFi, you can export your story to your computer using
iTunes File Sharing. You can email the story file to someone else, who can
then import it into Pictello on their device using iTunes File Sharing.

Sharing Stories with Non-Pictello Users
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Pictello stories can be shared with non-Pictello users as PDF files.
Printing from your device is only supported over WiFi to AirPrint-supported
printers. See: support.apple.com/kb/ht4356

Options

Change the default voice and
download additional voices.
Read text aloud as it is typed, by letter,
word, sentence, or paragraph.

Choose page turn animation and
time per page for slideshows
Highlight words as they are spoken
Scale small pictures to fill the screen
Allow swipe gestures to turn pages
Configure handling of repeated taps pause / continue playback or ignore
Set up switches for 1- and 2-switch
control of story playback
Control whether screen orientation
changes when device is rotated
Choose which page turn animation to
use for new stories
Specify the author and copyright
information to use when it is not entered
for a story
Choose paper size for PDF exports
Configure Word Prediction

Options (continued)
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Pictello version information

Configuring Word Prediction
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Some Pictello users may not be able to swipe or tap small buttons to turn the
pages of a story. You can set up one or two switches to allow these users to
turn pages and read the story aloud without touching the screen.
Connect a Bluetooth switch interface to your iOS device and choose a switch
mode. In 1 Switch mode, tapping a single switch will turn to the next page and
read it. In 2 Switches mode, tapping one switch reads the current page and
tapping the other switch turns the page.
Tap the to set which keystroke the switch interface will send when a switch
is tapped. See the documentation that came with your switch interface for
more information.
Once you have configured your switch(es) and selected 1 Switch or 2
Switches as your mode, you will see Switch as a playback mode choice when
you open a story for reading.

Pictello Tips
Restrict access to editing features
Access to editing and removing stories can be restricted. This allows you to
protect your Pictello library.
• Open the Settings app on your device.
• Scroll down through the list of settings and tap Pictello.
• Toggle the Allow Editing switch to OFF.
• The next time you start Pictello, the Edit button and the bottom toolbar will
be gone. Now you can read stories but not edit, add, or delete stories and
folders.

Prevent users from deleting apps:
iOS allows you to prevent the deletion of applications and application data.
This works for all applications on your device.
• Open the Settings app on your device.
• Tap General
• Tap Restrictions
• Tap Enable Restrictions
• Enter a passcode
• Toggle the Deleting Apps to OFF

Pictello tutorials:
For more detailed instructions, please see the Pictello step-by-step tutorials
at: www.assistiveware.com/product/pictello/resources/

